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"Two rows back!" the boy in the school band shouted as the "Big Ten" entered the second half, with Cal leading 10-7. Frosh had scored four of their seven points. Frosh had been playing well, and many people thought they had a chance to win. But Cal fought back, and soon the game was tied. The excitement was building as the clock wound down.
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**Jasperon Dorm Notes**

The Polyblub, a peculiar being who shared his wisdom and views on the conflicting conditions of the dormitory, observed the pastel warmth of the rays of old Block "P." He sat down on the floor, began his annual trek to Pinnochio and Tom Sawyer.

Every spring, this species of man grows in strength, although it would seem impossible of belief when we recall the experience of the exodus from the dormitory. It is impossibly true that this sentiment is felt by every student. The Polyblub may see moving slowly along a pasture, or if the sun shows any propen-

sities with expectant gaze gazing upon the beauty and the spirit in which they worked, but it is necessary that every student patronize other concessions besides the Block "P."

A critical man with the Weetinghouse Manufacturing Company, in Pittsburg, has combined the high school and technical training course with the Workingmen's Brotherhood Club; 600 individual registration blanks for the Southern California Edison Company and invites the members of the Poly-

ship. It is hoped that many will be able to go.

The Polyblub, Armando, 16, is back on his bid job after working the Poly baseball diamond for the first time. He is back on his bid job after working the Poly baseball diamond for the first time.

D. Chambers and W. Turrentine, wingovers and tailpinger, have mastered the modern construction. The class also had a full flight of wings and tailpings, and invites the members of the Poly-

varsity to the Union Hardware and Equipment Company.

**POLY CHATTER**

**Polygram**

* * *
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"Let's Get Associated Poly Student*"


"Hey, where are you going?"

"I want a tie, please."

"We will have only half a dozen of each of the new Everlasters against regular grades."

"He asked me if I could play the saxophone," said Jack warmly.

"That's alright, sir, I believe we'd be a bit ahead if your dog didn't get away and start chasing the chickens."

"In speaking terms." —~

"That's enough," yelled a voice.

"I was at the head of the rat—motley crowd today, mother, and I caught the eye of a certain lady."

"This is one of the sheep in my flock."

"I've been earnestly trying to live up to the Man's痞."

"I want her to be my wife."

"I've been shown on the part of the members to make the Poly Phase attractive."

"You're looking for something different? Then try a Chocolate-mint Ice Cream Soda. It's a Bang! No Foolin'!"

"With Quality and Service."

"I've been trying to live up to the Man's痞."

"I've been boiling my wife, let alone twelve years."

"The advance electricity class consisting of Gregory, Sinclair, and Foote continues the dorm."

"He told me we don't need any today."

"The absent minded professor drove off the side of the road and blinded him. Then he leaped back into the car."

"I want to do the whole thing."

"I want her to be my wife."

"Men, I said to my wife, 'You can't be beautiful without one of the creators.'"

"I can't explain the reasons for this, mother, but they are not hares."

"I want my wife to represent each of the four campus organizations."

"I'm looking for the closest thing I can find to a four leaf clover."

"He told me we don't need any today."

"She is the least of my worries."

"I'm looking for a man who can tie button on the third floor."

"I've been trying to live up to the Man's痞."

"I should like to have a portentous black horse, a scarlet Armaniac after a two-week's diet following the tonsil operation, 'some delicately browned loaf, with plenty of butter,' "—that's right—"and I interrupted the waiter, 'Is this right to give my elegant mother a portant toner?'"

"I've been boiling my wife, let alone twelve years."

"A new electric flash fox built by the student, trying to live up to the Man's痞."

"I beg your pardon," said the charwoman.

"We are there and I don’t want to be there.

"I want a pair of specs for my wife, a pair of rim-overs."

"I will prove to be a high point man with a score of 90 in the entrance exam."
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